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Fundamental Loops and Cut Sets - GATE 

Study Material in PDF 
In the previous article, we talked about some the basics of Graph Theory. Graph 

Theory is the study of graphs, which are mathematical structures used to model 

pairwise relations between objects. These free GATE 2018 Notes deal with advanced 

concepts in relation to Graph Theory. Fundamental Loops and Cut Sets is the second 

part of the study material on Graph Theory. These notes are useful for GATE EC, GATE 

EE, IES, BARC, DRDO, BSNL and other exams. These study notes on Tie Set Currents, 

Tie Set Matrix, Fundamental Loops and Cut Sets can be downloaded in PDF so that 

your GATE preparation is made easy and you ace your exam.  But before you get going, 

make sure you’ve read the basics.  

Recommended Reading – 

Graph Theory 

Parameters of Periodic Wave Forms 

Sinusoidal Response of Series Circuits 

Sinusoidal Response of Parallel Circuits 

Power Relations in AC Circuits 

Series Resonance 

Parallel Resonance 

Network Theory Revision Test 1 

 

Concept of Fundamental Loops and Tie Set Currents  

A fundamental loop is a closed path of a given graph with only one Link and rest of 

them as twigs.  
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The number of fundamental loops for any given graph = b - (n - 1)   

= number of Links  

These fundamental loop currents are called Tie set currents and the orientation of 

the tie set currents governed by the link.    

Example 1:  

 

Here bde forms a tree   

b,d,e → Twigs   

a,c,f → Links    

Number of fundamental loops = 6 – 4 + 1 = 3   

Fundamental loop 1 is a,b,e with b and e as twigs and a as Link.  

i1 is Tie set current and the direction as same as link ‘a’.  

Similarly, loop2 → b,c,d → i2     

loop3 → a,e,f → i3   

 

Tie Set Matrix  

It gives the relation between tie set currents and branch currents.   

The rows of a matrix represent the tie – set currents. The columns of a matrix 

represent branches of the graph. The order of the tie set matrix is (b – n + 1) × b.    
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The elements of tie set matrix  

[M] = [aij](b-n+1)×b   

[aij] = +1, If jth branch currents is incident at ith tie set current at oriented in same 

direction.  

= –1, if jth branch current is incident at ith tie set current at oriented in opposite 

direction. 

= 0, If jth branch current is not incident with ith tie set current.    

Example 2:  

For the network graph construct the tie set matrix and write the equations by 

considering branches a, b, c as the tree branches.  

 

Solution:  

The tree from the given graph is,  

 

a, b, c → twigs  

d, e → Links  

Fundamental loop 1 → a d c → i1   
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Fundamental loop 2 → a b c e → i2   

Tie set matrix is  

 

 

Let ja, jb, jc, jd, je are branch currents, then  

ja = i1 + i2   

jb = i2  

jc = –i1 – i2  

jd = i1  

je = i2  

Let va, vb, vc, vd, ve are branch voltages, then  

va – vc + vd = 0   

va + vb – vc + ve = 0  

Note:  

Tie set currents and branch currents together forms an identity matrix as marked in 

the above Tie set matrix.  

 

Concept of Fundamental Cut Sets & Cut Set Voltage  

Fundamental cut set is a cut through a given graph which divides into two parts but 

in its path of cutting it should encounter only one twig.  

The path of cut set forms a voltage line, it is called as cut set voltage. The orientation 

of this cut–set voltage is given by the twig governing it.  
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The number if cut set for any graph = n – 1 = number of twigs.   

 

here b, d, e forms as tree  

b, d, e → twigs  

a, c, f → Links  

Number of fundamental cut sets = 4 – 1 = 3  

Fundamental cut set 1 is a, b, c with b as twig and a, c, as links  

e1 is cut set voltage and the direction is same as twig ‘b’.  

Similarly cut set 2 → c, d, f → e2  

cut set 3 → a, e, f → e3      

 

Cut Set Matrix   

It gives the relation between cut set voltages and branch voltages  

The rows of a matrix represent the cut set voltages. The columns of a matrix 

represent the branches of the graph.  

The order of the cut set matrix is (n – 1) × b.   

The elements of a cut set matrix,  

[c] = [aij]n−1×b
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[aij] = +1, If jth branch is incident to ith cut set and oriented in same direction    

= –1, If jth branch is incident to ith cut set oriented in opposite direction    

= 0, If jth branch is not incident with ith cut set voltage.    

Example 3:  

For the network graph below construct the cut set matrix and write the equilibrium 

equations by considering branches a, b, c as tree branches.  

 

 

Solution:  

The tree from the given graph is,  

 

a, b, c → twigs  

d, e → Links  

Fundamental cut set 1→ c d e → e1    

Fundamental cut set 2 → b e → e2  
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Fundamental cut set 3 → a d e → e3  

Cut set matrix is  

 

Let ja, jb, jc, jd, je be the branch currents, then  

jc + jd + je = 0   

jb – je = 0   

ja – jd – je = 0   

let va, vb, vc, vd, ve be the branch voltages, then   

va = e3, vd = e1 − e3

vb = e2, ve = e1 − e2 − e3

vc = e1,
   

Note:  

Cut Set Voltages and Branch Voltages together form an Identity Matrix as marked in 

the above cut set matrix.  

Did you like this article on Fundamental Loops and Cut Sets? Let us know in the 

comments. You may also enjoy reading the following – 

Network Theory Revision Test 2 

Network Theory Revision Test 3 

Limits, Continuity & Differentiability 

List of 40+ PSUs Recruiting through GATE 2018 
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